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Empowering Women to Excel in Life & Business

ABOUT
Samira L. Jones, is quite unique in her approach on life and the
meaning of success. Samira offers life and business consulting
services to individuals and organizations both nationally and
internationally. It was through her own pain of being rejected and
abandoned at a young age and again later in her marriage that she
realized her strength and desire was the gift of helping other
women recognize their strength as well.
In 2015, Samira started mentoring women who were in crisis and
created programs that helped them achieve their goals. From this,
she formally launched her company, Game Changer Life, LLC.
Also in 2015, Samira released her first book, "Tough Skin, A Journey
of Survival and Persevering Life's Challenges" that speaks about her
childhood and marriage.
Today after a 25 year separation from her mother, Samira's mother
has re-entered her life. This has been a new dimension to Samira's
teachings -- Forgiveness., which is also the title of her next work,
"The Forgiveness Journey", a story focused on restoring her
relationship with her mother, as well as advice on forgiving others.

"Often times in life, the storm is required in order
to receive the blessing."

In 2016, Samira launched her first live retreat, “Girlfriends,
Discovering Our Strength", which encompassed teachings in
relationships, finance, health and wellness, perception,
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growth, and perseverance. Keynote Speaker, Kim Coles of the
hit series, “Living Single”, shared how important it is to speak your
gifts. The audience was captivated by the many speakers who
brought a wealth of knowledge and expertise to the stage that
enabled them to live fully, their best lives.
Samira Jones' formal education includes a Bachelors in
Administration of Justice, Masters of Business Administration,
and Masters in Information Technology/Information Assurance.
Samira used her skill set in careers that required analytical
capabilities. These environments included, private investigations
and compliance analysis for the federal government.
In her current role as a coach, her goal is to use her story to
encourage other women to continue to stay strong for the fight,
stay firm in doing what’s right for them and their family, while also
honoring their own self-care and fulfillment.

After becoming passionate about her gifts, Samira left her
position as a federal government contractor to pursue her
dreams of entrepreneurship and aiding others through her
programs to own and grow businesses as well that will leave a
respected legacy for their families generations to come.

BE YOUR GREATEST SELF
How I Can Help
MISSION STATEMENT
The Game Changer Life, LLCs mission is to elevate and
move women to operate in excellence in both life and
in business, in spite of circumstance and adversity.
Living is to be:
Healthy
Wealthy
Fabulous
and Whole

VISION

EMBRACE. EDUCATE. ELEVATE.
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“At the time of reading, Tough Skin I was already in the restoration process. I was and am determined; however, I still
had a lot of questions that I was not going to ask because of past experiences. I opened Samira’s book and within the
first 10 pages I had those questions answered. I read the book in 1 day because I knew although our details were
different our obstacles were yet the same. This book encompasses strength, focus, hope, perseverance, and forward
motion action. I was honestly taken in by every chapter. It created a mirror effect and I loved every minute of it. There is
no way you could read this book and not want to tackle the next phase of your life with a renewed sense of YOU. I am a
person of many words and though I had many the only word manifestation was “Thank you”.
I thought I had to wait until I was together and that is where I was losing time and momentum…reading your book
—Start right where you are create a strong presence and call to action.”

-Cheryl Menifee

TESTIMONIALS
“I had the honor of meeting Samira Jones in 2015. I was
in a dark season of my life and really needed someone
to talk to who would be honest and direct with me. I
had been reading her inspiring posts on Facebook and
one day I had enough of feeling depressed and
decided to reach out for help! God ordered my steps
and I followed!! With the quickness Samira responded
to my message and scheduled a time to speak with
me. Our conversation was exactly what I needed to
move me from a state of darkness into a state of light. I
am truly blessed to have met her! Blessings and favor.”

-Gina M. Thompson
“Before I met Samira, I accepted the myth that women
had to "wait out" a life storm before they could aspire
to their dreams. That the tough times had to actually
END before the good could begin. But I've watched
Samira build a thriving business while in the midst of
the storm! AND best of all, she supports other women
in doing the same thing. Through that example, which
I am blessed to witness during our weekly
accountability calls, I have been able to reach goals I
at one point thought I wasn't ready for. Samira is The
Bounce Back Strategist who works every day to move
forward. Women seeking to overcome adversity will
find comfort working with a coach whose "been
there", and at times may even "be there" but will
nevertheless guide them in moving forward despite
their circumstances.”

-Melzetta William’s, J.D.

“I met Samira Jones last year after the Act Like a
Success Conference. She is truly a powerful woman
with the heart to help others. Samira is an inspiration to
all who come in contact with her. She will go out of her
way to help anyone. I cannot wait to work with her on
my book project. Thank you Samira for being you.”

-Deborah Phillips

“I first met and connected with Samira Jones in 2015
through a virtual training workshop we both were in
attendance of for speakers and writers. After seeing how
open, transparent and strong she was about sharing her
story with us members of the accountability group she
started on Facebook, I felt inspired to reach out to her to
talk privately about my own personal storm I was also
going through at the time, as I was finding my way own
courage to end an emotionally toxic and abusive
relationship.
Samira was quick to respond to my request to talk and
made time out of her busy schedule to lend me an
attentive ear, emotional support, spiritual
encouragement, and solid words of wisdom. As a newly
single mother myself I also appreciated her advice and
support as a more seasoned vet in motherhood as well.
I am very inspired by her clear resolve and
determination to not allow what happened to her to
overcome her but to instead use it as fuel to become
even better because of it. Kudos to Samira Jones on her
continued success with her book, and being an
example for other women of how to overcome
devastating hurt by having, Tough Skin, and faith in God
to see you through whatever life throws your way."

-Anna M. Hendricks
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What People Are Saying
I would've never guessed how blessed and FED and
fulfilled I would feel after only ONE DAY! this amazing
woman of strength Ms. Samira Jones is something more
than special and everything it means to be blessed! I
thank god for you and all of the trials that led to your
triumph!!! This event has been everything that I didn't
even know I needed .... even with this long post I'm at a
loss for words! I promise you this won't be my last!!!!
Thank you and all of the amazing speakers who have
touched a spot in my heart!!! Thank you for the lessons
and the nuggets I'll be leaving this event with!
#GirlfriendsRock #GirlfriendsRetreat

-Dominique Elaine
This was an awesome retreat for women hosted by
Samira Jones and it was titled for this year "Girlfriends:
Discovering Our Strength Experience. I'm telling you,
the conference was amazing and we had no idea that
we were going to attend this conference. But God
had destined us to be there. I recommend any and all
women to attend this conference on next Year. You
will not be disappointed and we were amazed by all
of the speakers. The testimonies and the fun they had
were so inspiring. Samira has a huge heart for people
that touches so many people lives. Her book is
amazing as well. I'm still reading this book and it's
amazing so far and she has an amazing testimony. I
hope I can convince as many women as I can to
attend next year because I believe it will change so
many lives.

-Donnell Miller
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Woke up out of my sleep thinking about how
PHENOMENAL yesterday was. Samira Jones continue
to be obedient and walk in your purpose. This is only the
beginning.

-Gwendolyn Muldrow

SAMIRA JONES' TIMELINE

2016
• March: Guest, Don’t Give Up Radio, “Overcoming Adversity”
• March: Released, “Tough Skin” A Journey of Survival and Persevering Life’s Challenges
• May: Speaker, “How to Build Healthy Relationships”- Wash, DC
• August: “Girlfriends Discovering Our Strength” Join The Journey Teleseries
• September: Featured Author, Activate Conference, with Lucinda Cross-Otiti- Wash, DC
• October: Host/Speaker/Panelist, “Girlfriends Discovering Our Strength” Retreat- Wash, DC
• December: Huffington Post, Featured Author - "How She Did It"

2017
• March: Conversations with Boss Women- Raleigh, NC
• May: Women's Economic Forum- Delhi, India
• May - July: The "Get Courageous" Tour- DC, GA, NC, FL, NY
• September: Girlfriends Presents, "No More Excuses, Life and Business Retreat"

2018
• March: Launched, The Tall Chic
•October: S.A.V.E. Our Children
•November: Launched, The Game Changer Life Mastermind

CONTACT
SAMIRA L. JONES

EMBRACE. EDUCATE. ELEVATE.
Email: samira@samirajones.com | gcl@samirajones.com
Business Mailing Address:
10227 Wincopin Cr. Unit 942
Columbia, MD 21044

